The Way of the Master *Basic Training Course*
Fellowship Bible Church
Lesson 5 Syllabus
Crafting the Message

Materials Needed:  one "Quick Reference Card" and at least 15 tracts for each person

1. Open in prayer
2. Recite last session's memory verse
3. Pass out pens and handouts
4. Read "If the vehicle lacks fuel" quotation:
   - Ask yourself who you know who isn't saved. Without the blood of the Savior, the Bible says those people you are thinking of will one day be cast into the Lake of Fire. How does that make you feel? Does it make you want to reach them with the Gospel? If we are lacking the fuels of compassion and gratitude for our own salvation, the task of sharing our faith will become a chore. It will be a burden. If our vehicle lacks fuel, we'll have to push it rather than drive it. If we have to push the vehicle of evangelism, it will be a tiresome task, while driving it will be exhilarating. Without the gas of gratitude, our attitude won't be an enthusiastic, "I delight to do Your will," but a begrudging, "I have to do Your will." (Way of the Master Minute, Friday, January 26, 2007, http://www.wayofthemasterminute.com)
5. Share Your Experiences
6. Point To Ponder
   - Read from pp 52-53 of workbook
7. Quality Quote
8. Watch the video (35 minutes)
9. Review WDJD and CRAFT
10. Listen to "How to Witness to Four Types of People" audio
11. Introduce Homework
12. Recite new memory verse
13. Close in prayer
14. Encourage people to come up and get more tracts
15. Collect pens